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Series 1. Energy READING Skills for the Age of Awakening 

Are you energy sensitive? Change your life by developing really effective skills for reading 

people’s energies. 

 

    
    

 

BOOK ONE. The NEW Power of Face Reading 
 

Although physiognomy is a 5,000-year-old art, this how-to uses a system developed for the now, 

the Age of Awakening. Face Reading Secrets® helps you to appreciate the perfection of your 

physical face data. Photo illustrations cleverly involve a zany Cast of Characters. Use your skills 

to improve personal relationships and business associates, as well as for building more self-

esteem. 

 

BOOK TWO. Aura Reading Through All Your Senses 
 

Discover the easy-to-learn method of Aura Reading Through All Your Senses®. This 

international bestseller honors your personal gift set, rather than demanding that you be 

particularly clairvoyant. You were born with a lifelong, magnificent SET OF GIFTS for 

energetic literacy. Over 100 techniques in this book help you to mobilize those gifts, then 

explore practical benefits that come from reading auras. Such as? Spotting liars, better health, 

improving relationships, and more.   
 

BOOK THREE. Read People Deeper: Body Language + Face Reading + Auras 
 

If knowledge is power, this book can really, really increase your power in life. Learning about 

your own hidden strengths and also research what makes other people tick.  

 



Complete instructions here will help you to profile anyone you choose, in person or from 

photographs. Learn how to research 50 vital areas of life, such as Confidence, Sexual Stamina, 

Loyalty, Chemical Addictions, Intelligence, Problem-Solving Ability.  

 

This practical book is the first anywhere to include both body language, physiognomy (reading 

faces for character), and depth aura reading. Includes easy-to-learn techniques for reading 

“chakra databanks” within major chakras.  

 

Bonus: You can learn how to read auras in person and also from regular photographs. 

 

 

SERIES 2. Energy HEALING Skills for the Age of Awakening 

Grow your skills with energy sensitivity so that you can produce real-life results. No prior 

experience with energy work or aura reading is needed. Why not? Because these books were 

designed by an experienced teacher of skills, serving the public since 1970. 

The author’s field is RES (short for “Rosetree Energy Spirituality”). But some folks just refer to 

that field as “Really Effective Skills.” 

 
 

  
 

BOOK ONE. Use Your Power of Command for Spiritual Cleansing and Protection  
 

Highly effective techniques for energetic de-cluttering are presented here. Move out many kinds 

of stuck energy that limit quality of life, success, and happiness: Psychic coercion, astral ties, 

stuck spirits, and more.  

 

Packed with practical information, tested internationally -- these skills are the quickest 

techniques you can use (and gain real-life results).  This generous supply of skill sets is taught 

with humor and clarity. Yes, it’s fun to read. Let Rose Rosetree empower you to enjoy your life 

more...  in very human ways. 

 

BOOK TWO. Cut Cords of Attachment for SELF-HEALING:  

Cord-Cutting Made Simple and Effective  
 

Discover the only trademarked system in America for cutting a cord of attachment, 12 Steps to 

Cut Cords of Attachment®.  

 

You can learn these skills! Step-by-step instruction help you to achieve permanent aura-level 

healing, with results that can fast-track you to more happiness, health, and success. 



 

BOOK THREE. Cut Cords of Attachment:  

HEAL YOURSELF AND OTHERS with Energy Spirituality 
 

Explore cutting cords in depth. This is the definitive how-to for using and understanding the only 

trademarked skill set in America for this important form of energy healing.  

 

Use this book to master Rose Rosetree’s 12 Steps to Cut Cords of Attachment®. You’ll 

heal aura-level imbalances in your emotional and spiritual life.  

 

Get skills to do this energy healing for yourself, family members, and friends -- effectively, 

quickly, permanently.  

 

Psychotherapists, energy workers, and intuitives will especially appreciate the systematic 

presentation and detailed examples of “Cord dialogue.”  

 

BOOK FOUR. The New Strong: 

Stop Fixing Yourself—And Actually Accelerate Your Personal Growth!  

(Rules & Tools for Thriving in the “Age of Awakening") 
 
You can become stronger as a person... in ways that are new. Are you energy sensitive? 

Everyone has that ability now, because we live in the Age of  Awakening. Unfortunately, many 

of us are struggling to use that sensitivity in ways that are productive.  

 

Learn how to benefit from enhanced energy awareness—and in far less time than you’re 

probably spending on self-improvement now.  

 

 

Series 3. Empath Empowerment® Books 

 

    
   

Could you be an empath? One in 20 people was born with at least one gift for directly 

experiencing what it is like to be another person. Until you get skills as an empath, you'll suffer.   

 

Unskilled empaths are LESS effective in life than non-empaths. But with skills, you can become 

MORE effective than non-empaths. 
 



BOOK ONE. Become The Most Important Person in the Room:  

Your 30-Day Plan for Empath Empowerment 

 

The easiest way in the world to become a skilled empath. Just do one short chapter a day, and up 

to 10 minutes for homework. After one month, voila! You’re a skilled empath. (Special tip: Keep 

this book around after you read it the first time. Each time you cycle through, you’ll increase 

your skill level.) 

 

BOOK TWO. The Empowered Empath: Quick & Easy 

Owning, Embracing, and Managing Your Special Gifts 
 

Calling all people who were born with talent as an empath. Find out how wonderful it can be, 

living as an empath. Lean why empaths suffer, and how to stop suffering because of 

misunderstood gifts. 

 

Again and again, you’ll say, “That makes so much sense.” And, “Why didn’t anybody tell me 

that before?” 

 

Learn about your consciousness as an empath, in ways you will never forget. How-to sections 

help you to become an even more skilled empath. Why bother? To enjoy your life more than 

ever before.  

 

This is the first book to describe what happens during subconscious Split-Split-Second Empath 

Merge and Prolonged Empath Merge, offering highly effective techniques to end these 

subconscious habits. Also included: Descriptions of 15 different gifts that you might have as an 

empath. 
 

 

BOOK THREE. The Empowered Empath: Expanded Edition 

Owning, Embracing, and Managing Your Special Gifts 
 

Deepen your understanding of what it means to be an empath. Even more than the abridged 

edition (Book Two of the series), this resource gives you the results of extensive research by a 

world-renowned aura reader who has become a pioneer at empath coaching. 

 

Inquiring minds want to know. Well, many empaths have that kind of mind. Explore the skills of 

Empath Empowerment that were in Book Two of this series. Only this time you’ll go into the 

knowledge so much deeply, it’s almost like gaining 20 years of experience as a skilled empath -- 

simply by reading 310 fast-moving pages. 
 

BOOK FOUR. The Master Empath:  

Turning on Your Empath Gifts At Will in Love, Business and Friendship  

(Includes Training in Skilled Empath Merge)  
 

Take your empath skills further, strengthening your sense of self even more. “Skilled Empath 

Merge” allows you to purposely experience what it is like to be someone else -- directly, 

powerfully, clearly.   

 



Leading-edge techniques empower you to do research in person, from photos, from videos. The 

sequence of instruction makes your learning feel easy and natural. Yet something amazing is 

happening. You are becoming one of the first empaths in the world to access this kind of inside 

information... about anyone you choose.  

 

Note: This is the only book by Rose that needs to follow another book in the series, either The 

Empowered Empath: Quick & Easy or The Empowered Empath: Owning, Embracing, and 

Managing Your Special Gifts 

 

 

Series 4. Enlightenment Coaching in the Age of Awakening 

 

 

In this new Age of Awakening, millions of souls are awakening into householder Enlightenment.  

Enlightenment is a higher state of consciousness. Enlightenment Coach Rose Rosetree has helped 

people like you to move into that state of consciousness as an everyday reality. 

But Enlightenment doesn’t just happen. Get yourself skills that can make a world of difference! 

Books in this series will quicken your consciousness, helping you to advance most rapidly on your 

unique path of personal development. 

 

BOOK ONE.  365 Ways to a Stronger You (eBook Edition) 

Let Today Be a Holiday: 365 Ways to Co-Create with God (Paperback) 
 

A daybook for moving forward fastest on your personal path, energetically clean and 

resourceful. Explore practical skills and ideas for balancing world service along with being 

happy, effective, and human.  

 

Over 400 flexible techniques allow to experiment -- your way -- one magnificent day at a time.  

 

Note: The book titles are different, depending on whether you read the eBook or the paperback. 

 
BOOK TWO.  

Magnetize Money with Energetic Literacy:  

10 Secrets for Success and Prosperity in the Third Millennium   
 

Extensive research with Stage Three Energetic Literacy reveals spiritual secrets about what 

really works for making money. Also what doesn’t.  

 



Why do Law of Attraction practices often produce the opposite of what is promised? Which 

subconscious patterns show in the auras of the world’s richest people -- and how can you 

develop those patterns as well?  

 

Benefit from unique energetic workarounds and practical skills, clearly presented in this how-to 

designed for effective skills for making money in The Age of Awakening. Along the way, you 

will progress more rapidly on your unique path of personal development. 
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